This paper is a continuation of the series of works [FraMaTschi] , [BaMa] , [MaTschi] devoted to counting points of bounded height on algebraic varieties. We start with recalling some basic notions and notation. Let [FraMaTschi] we erroneously chose HL(x) although in the text actually used hL(x)).
For a subset U c V(k), put 03B2U(L) = inf {s 1 Zu(L; s)l converges}. One can construct Enriques and K3 surfaces containing infinitely many krational curves (it suffices to furnish one such curve and an infinite automorphism group). In [BaMa] , we conjectured that arithmetical stratifications for such a surface must be infinite: unions of rational curves of maximal L-degree are consecutive accumulation subsets.
Over functional ground fields of characteristic zero, the multidimensional Mordell conjecture is proved for manifolds with ample cotangent sheaf [Mar-Des] . They do not contain rational curves.
LINEAR GROWTH CONJECTURE (LGC) . If V is a Fano variety (i.e. the anticanonical sheaf is ample), then the arithmetical stratification is finite, and for sufficiently large ground fields the last growth order for -KV equals 1.
In [FraMaTschi] , LGC was proved for homogeneous Fano varieties. It was also remarked that the circle method, when it gives asymptotic formulas, establishes LGC for certain Fano complete intersections (see e.g. [Shl] ).
In [BaMa] and [MaTschi] In the course of the proof, we also register Fano subvarieties W with too small -K v |W for most of the families and make conjectures about the structure of the arithmetical stratification. In many cases, the growth order for these (conjecturally) accumulating subvarieties (with respect to -KV) is known, and usually equals 2. Therefore, in order to prove that these varieties are accumulating, it suffices to establish that 03B2U(-KV) 2 for the complement U.
Section 3 is devoted to a discussion of known methods of estimating Pu(-K) from above. We have r(V(n; d1,..., ds)) = n + 1 -d1 -··· -ds, while the dimension is n -s. The circle method works well if "the number of variables is large in comparison with degrees and number of equations", that is, if index is close to the dimension. Algebro-geometric structure of Fano varieties also tends to simplify for larger values of index.
In particular, for del Pezzo surfaces we have r(P2) = 3; r(P1 x Pl) = 2; r(Sa) = 1.
(ii) Rank p = p(Y) = rk Pic(V). It can also jump after a field extension, so that we shall usually give its values over a closed ground field. Over C it coincides with B2 . If dim V(n; d1,..., d2) 3, 03C1(V) = 1 according to Lefschetz. Furthermore, 03C1(Sa) = a + 1. [Mu] [CeVe] , where also the "non-generic" cases are described in some detail.
( ([CoMuWe] , Prop. 3.6). In Char(k) ~ 2,3 this dimension cannot be larger ( [CoMuWe] ). In [Le] [Mar] ).
Alb(03A3(W8)) is isogenous to J(W8) (G. Welters, thesis).
(v) W10 ~ P7 which is a section of the Grassmannian of lines in P5, embedded into P9, by P7 (general case); W'10 c P7, a section of a cone over V5 in P7 by a quadric (specialization) (see [Gu1] about this special subfamily).
Here pa(0393(W)) = 71, deg(S(W)) = 100; every line intersects 11 lines ( [Mar] ).
(vi) W12 ~ P8.
(vii) W14 ~ P9: a section of the Grassmannian of lines in P5, embedded into P14, by P9 (see [Gu2] ).
For a generic W14, Pa(r(W)) = 26, every line intersects 6 lines ( [Mar] ). Markushevich also investigates a more special family of W14 consisting of generic intersections of five Schubert varieties 03C31 in the relevant Grassmannian. For them, r( W) consists of fifteen irreducible components each of which is a smooth rational curve. It has 40 double points, where the components are pairwise intersecting.
(viii)-(x) W16 ~ P10; W18 ~ P11; W22 ~ P13.
EXERCISE. Study the ground fields over which the following (uni)rationality statements can be proved: Wl 2, Wi 6, Wi s, some W22 are rational; some W4, W'4, W6, W8, Wl o, W14 are unirational but irrational (the latter statement is known for general W10). We gave above information about lines on irrational W's taken from [Mar] .
2.5. Group C In this group, families of conics conjecturally correspond to conic bundle structures, whereas families of lines conjecturally correspond to discriminant curves on the conic bundle bases. It is worth checking this, because the geometry then is much simpler than in group B.
One can try to estimate U(k) from above, where U is the complement to lines, by looking arithmetically on the families of non-split conics.
Using sieves, Serre in [Se2] Proof. This is essentially Abel summation. Clearly, 03B2U'(-K') Pu(-K).
Hence equality means that the series 03A3x~U' h-K'(x)-(1+03B5) converges for all E &#x3E; 0. Moreover, |j(x)| as a function of x up to 0(l) coincides with the logarithm of an ample height function.
